Abstract-As an SMEs industry many challenges faced by entrepreneurs in central SMEs Pasar Bengkel. Specially for the construction of the Medan -Tebing Tinggi toll road. It becomes as aspecial challenge for SMEs Pasar Bengkel entrepreneurs to be able to survive the business souvenirs typical Market Bengkel in Serdang Bedagai regency. The Business Canvas Model as one of the solutions for SMEs to be able to survive in reaching the target market. This study aims to support the model of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), using a canvas model developed by Alexander Osterwalder. Based on the variables raised in this study and hypothesis model, this research includes descriptive research. There are nine blocks as the tools used in the customer segment which managedseems like came to shop.The quality ofvalue proposition of selling products in mass production that can be sold or deposited to other business actors. Marketing channels could have used by social media and other as a promotional tools. Key activities that social media management can take and management of production and materials. Customer relationships concern with hospitality, interasteddisplay products and provide information about food processing to customers. The streams of revenue used by activities business to businesssuch as partnerships has establisedto farmers and government., mass sales and mouth to mouth as a marketing strategies. The main resources such as raw materials, equipment, and technology utilization balanced by cost structure of product processing, wages, packaging, and equipment maintenance.
INTRODUCTION
One of the challenges faced by companies about developed business and increase competitivenessabout internal capacity of the organization in various aspects of management and human resources. To achieve highperformance organization, every part is in the company should be able to function effectively. The challenging business competition intensifiestakes the character of current and future leaders for the optimal business ideas. The ideas were brilliant and innovative business could have come from anywhere and anyone, with the components of employee involvement in the shooting-related business processes provide an opportunity to generate ideas for a comprehensive and better. In addition, holders of leadership in business organizations are expected to understand the implementation process approach and business process mapping in an effective organization, understand the methods reduction of wastework business processes through the implementation of a model of Quality, Cost, Delivery (QCD) , understand the standardization and implementation of continuous improvement process (CIP) concept. Understanding the application of the quality management system (QMS) in management have a greater insight into business processes.
Judging from some SMEs located in North Sumatra,from 33 regency just a few who have built central SMEs, including SMEs, owned central Serdang Bedagai where members of the organization committee consist of the craftsmen, suppliers, manufacturers souvenirs workshop.
The importance of the central SMEs role is to achieve the right target market for accelerated.
To developthe community of economy both government or own businesses needs the cooperation of all sectors. Therefore, need to set up examples of SMEs to attract other similar businesses in innovating against its products.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Business Model Canvas is a tool designed to build and explore a business idea. A tool developed by Alexander Osterwalder and his colleagues is a visual tool one page consists of nine boxes that shows how to think about how company could have generated money.
Map of empathy with a visual tool helps us to be able to create customer profiles very easy and simple. Map of empathy is very important because many companies invested heavily in market research, although at the time of designing products, services, and business models often ignore the customer's perspective. A good business model will avoid by mistakes Another definition of the business model is "A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value." (Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur, 2012: 14) .
According to Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur in his book Business Model Generation,there are nine basic building blocks of a business model that shows how to think about how a company earns money, combined the ninth block called Business Model Canvas (BMC). A Ninth of the block covers four main areas of the business, namely customers, supply, infrastructure, and financial viability (Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur, 2012: 15) 
Empathy Map
With this tool, we can find a business model for more powerful because of the guides. Such us the design of a better value proposition, a more convenient way to reach customers, and better customer relations (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2012: 131 
Population and Sample
Researchers used a quantitative research methods as a backup method. The sample population of this study was 110 people who include the criteria have been specified in the theory of triangulation of researchers. (Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur, 2012: 130) Results show that there are some consumers' desire to understood by the customer.Also, road conditions across Sumatra (Medan-TebingTinggi) build a toll road and pass through another workshop market, makes businesses lose some customers.
Image: Map of Empathy
It makes researchers create a business model with the canvas model for classifying consumer desires, channel,quality of service, product quality and price, as well as the achievement objectives. Where the future of this business model can help entrepreneurs in the SMEs market central workshop regain customersby grouping the blocks that are in the business model of canvaswhich can be based on a map of empathy and triangulation of data with mixed method research.
Then the researchers drew some perceivecould have used as recommendations for businesses, particularly SMEs workshop market as as areas researchers. here several tourist bus drivers or other large vehicle stopped to rest. As well as for bus drivers carrying passengers will be given preferential treatment from the owners in the form of free drinks and discounts more than 50% of each snack in outlet/store. The right business strategy to support the success of the business. 3. Location SME market workshop in the area of cross-Sumatra road was not always favorable. Especially since the holding Pembangunan Meda Tebing Tinggi toll road which will be fewer vehicles passing through this highway. Also, the policy will be extended highway will cut through comprehensive Sumatrastore/shop owned businesses. The absence of special attention will center on market turnover of this workshop makes many outlets/stores that choose to shut. Although the congestion occurs during the construction and congestion due to holidays and big days does not make business owners get a high turnover. There are many potential customers who only see it, and there is also only a drop for buy soft drinks for the road. This condition is inversely proportional to the first. Where through research every day no less than Rp.50.000.000, -turnover occurs. Besides the creativity of businesses are considered very poor and do not understand needs and wants consumers. While central SMEs have been formed long before.
